INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the so-called Weil representations of the finite Ž ² :. symplectic group Sp s Sp V, , ; here K stands for a finite field of q K elements and odd characteristic p, and V for a vector space of dimension ² : 2 n over K endowed with a non-degenerate antisymmetric form , . By Ž . ² : definition, Sp is the subgroup of GL V that preserves , .
Ž w Weil representations have been the subject of intensive research see 1,
x. Ž 3᎐6, 11, 15 and are receiving considerable attention at the moment see w x . 10, 12, 13 . There are still, however, many points to be investigated. This article will concentrate on the following: Ž . 1 Weil representations were first explicitly constructed over the p ' Ž . w x w x cyclotomic field ‫ޑ‬ 1 by Gerardin 3 . Later Gow 4 found their character fields and Schur indices. It is known, for instance, that some Weil representations can be realized over ‫.ޑ‬ There is, however, no indication in the literature of how to do this. We shall explicitly realize all Weil Ž . representations over the smallest field possible see Propositions 9 and 10 .
Ž .
Ž . 2 There is a certain subgroup GSp of GL V , called the group of symplectic similitudes, that normalizes Sp, and one can use the Clifford theory to obtain Weil representations of GSp. We shall realize these Ž . representations over their character fields see Propositions 12᎐15 .
3 Among finite irreducible complex linear groups, only those that Ž . are self-contragredient possess a unique up to scaling non-degenerate invariant bilinear form, which is symmetric or antisymmetric depending on whether they can be realized over ‫ޒ‬ or not. We shall explicitly construct these forms for the Weil representations of Sp and GSp, whenever Ž . self-contragredient see Propositions 17 and 18 .
We have deliberately favoured constructive proofs to existence arguments. In regards to linear representations, emphasis has been placed on matrices and linear transformations rather than modules and characters. As a result, every proposition asserting the existence of a certain object can be used as a recipe to construct that object.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE WEIL REPRESENTATIONS

Definition of the Weil Representations
Weil representations arise from the interplay between Sp and the Heisenberg group H, upon which Sp acts as a group of automorphisms in such a way that all irreducible representations T of H of degree ) 1 are Sp-invariant. A Weil representation of Sp is one that intertwines the Sp-conjugates of a given T.
In this section we present a method, independent of Gerardin's, tó construct the Weil representations. We first recall the definition of the Ž ² :. Heisenberg group H associated to the symplectic space V, , , that is, 
Ž
.Ž . Ž . The Heisenberg group is specifically designed to allow for an action of Sp, namely, g c, w s c, gw .
Ž . Ž .
We determine next the irreducible representations of H. From the identities: To obtain the remaining irreducible representations, we fix, once and for all, two totally isotropic subspaces, M and N, of V of maximal dimension n satisfying M [ N s V. This allows us to introduce the self-centralizing normal abelian subgroup 
[
FA¨g
N
T cannot fail to be absolutely irreducible because the entire setup has been chosen so that the inertia group of in H is A itself. Thus, by varying we obtain all irreducible representations of H of degree ) 1. Ž . They can be distinguished by their restriction to Z H . Since the action of Ž .
Sp fixes Z H elementwise, T is Sp-invariant.
In accordance with our previous discussion, we define the Weil representation of Sp associated to the initial character to be the representa- 
Ž . Ž .2
.
The Ordinary Nature of the Weil Representation
Explicit instructions to correct a projective representation of Sp satisfy-Ž . Ž ing 3 into an ordinary representation are presented below for more on w x. the subject, see 7 .
We wish to state our result in a broader scenario while keeping the above setting in mind. Accordingly, we shall suppose that Sp and H are Ž . now arbitrary finite groups, the Sp acts on H, and that T : H ª GL X is an Sp-invariant finite-dimensional absolutely irreducible representation of H over an arbitrary field F. The aim is to construct, if possible, a representation R of Sp that intertwines the conjugate representations of Ž . T ; that is, R must satisfy 3 . For this purpose, let us denote by P an Ž . arbitrary projective representation of Sp satisfying 3 , and suppose that Ž . there exists 1 / z g Z Sp satisfying:
Ž . 1 P z has at least one eigenvalue in F.
Ž .
2 The greatest common divisor of the dimensions of the Ž . eigenspaces of P z is 1, and either one of the following conditions:
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Our claim readily implies that P g P z s P z P g , and therefore Ž . each of the eigenspaces X is invariant under P g for all g g Sp. Let f i be the factor set corresponding to P. Taking determinants in
. Thus, the factor set of R s Pt is equal to
We now come back to our original setting and let z s s y1 be the 
Ž . Ž . Ž . P g t g defines an ordinary representation of Sp satisfying 3 .
Some Basic Facts about Sp
Before putting Corollary 1 to work, we must first find a projective Ž . representation P satisfying 3 . Of course, a minimum knowledge of the Ž w x . structure of Sp will be required for more on the subject, see 2, 8, 9, 14 . Ž .
M N Ž . is a fairly redundant set of generators of Sp, and it is on this set that the Weil representation R will be explicitly defined.
In the sequel we shall have the opportunity to refer to some linear characters of Sp , which we proceed to describe. The given matrix Ž . dim V s 2.
K
On the other hand, the matrix representation of Sp 
The lemma also holds, of course, in the extraordinary case K s F and 
Constructing the Projecti¨e Representation P
In our search for P, it certainly suffices to restrict our attention to the Ž . generating set E of 9 . This naturally falls into two cases.
Ž . Ž . is a well-defined element of GL X , and we readily see that it satisfies 3 . In particular, if g g Sp M then g¨y¨g M for all¨g N, and therefore Ž . 10 gives Ž . Ž . We claim that 3 for P g is equivalent to
Ž . if P g satisfies 3 then P g must commute with all the shift operators Ž . T 0, w , w g N. A necessary and sufficient condition for a transformation Ž . Ž . Ž . to have this property is that P g e s T 0,¨P g e for all¨g N. Thus, 0 Ž . P g is determined by its value on e , say x / 0. Since
Ž . 0 / x s P g e is such a fixed point and P g is defined by 13 then 14 0 0
Ž . holds and P g is invertible. In fact, one verifies directly that, for all u g M and w g N, g ² :
Ž . Ž . whence 14 easily follows. Since P g e s x / 0, Schur's lemma implies 0 0 Ž . that P g is invertible, as claimed.
Writing x s Ý a e and setting a s 1, the fact that x is a fixed
This can also be written as 
Computing the Correcting Factor t of P
According to Corollary 1,
We proceed to determine this scalar. Again, it suffices to restrict our attention to E.
Ž . Case A. g g Sp . Inspecting 10 , we see that
Ž .
M is a group homomorphism. Ž .
¬ b¨, where S is a symmetric matrix. Now if
is
to the symplectic basis g B will be 
Understanding the Weil Representations
Here we exploit the description of R just obtained to discuss some of its Ž w x . basic properties cf. 5, Lemmas 13.4 and 13.5 . We start by introducing the sub-representations R and R of R afforded by the components X Given k g K *, denote by g the element of Sp defined by Consider now the isomorphism
Ž . Ž . character field ‫ޑ‬ is much smaller; nonetheless, little beyond ‫ޑ‬ , if any, is required to explicitly realize them all. This is the content of the present section.
Our main tools will consist of Propositions 7 and 8 below. 
Ž . Ž . for all g g G, if and only if there exists
is an element satisfying c 2 s b, whose existence is guaranteed by Proposi-Ž Ž. Ž. tions 4 and 5 in connection to see 28 and in regards to L see 12 , Ž . Ž .
Ž .. 26 , 27 , and 29 .
Ž . In attempting to solve 32 , it is a good exercise to verify that it is Ž . possible to explicitly construct a well-ordered set W, -, such that W Ž . Ž . Ž . satisfies 7 and the appearances of P g and P g with respect to
. the ordered bases 8 are the rational canonical forms see 30
Ž . We shall keep this well-ordered set W, -throughout. Ž . Ž .
Part 2. In view of Proposition 7 and 8, if
␥ 0 иии 0 0 A 1 A s , 3 4 Ž . . . . . . . 0 0 A s Ž . Ž n . where ␥ g ‫,*ކ‬ A g GL m, ‫ކ‬ ,
Ž . Ž . 1 R can be realized o¨er ‫ޑ‬ if and only if this is not a real field if
‫ކ‬ r ‫ދ‬ Ž . must then be solvable. However, an elementary argument shows that 35 can be solved if and only if p ' 3 mod 4 and q is an odd power of p, which Ž . by virtue of Proposition 6 is equivalent to the fact that ‫ޑ‬ is not real. 
'
Case A. p ' 3 mod 4 and q is an even power of p. Take F s ‫ޑ‬ y p .
1
In the notation of Propositions 7 and 8, set
Ž . 
THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTIC SIMILITUDES AND ITS WEIL REPRESENTATIONS
The Group GSp of Symplectic Similitudes
This group is defined by
We easily see that Sp is normal in GSp and, in fact, GSp s Sp i B , Clifford theory to obtain Weil representations of GSp and HSp, and examine their realizability over economical fields.
The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 2: As a result of Propositions 4 and 11, the inertia groups of R, R , and R 
where b, c, m, and L are as in Part 1 of Proposition 9. With these conventions, the proof of Part 2 of Proposition 9 applies verbatim. 
where g g Sp, t is the highest power of 2 that di¨ides q y 1, and ␤ runs Ž . ŽŽ n . . GL1 r2, ‫ދ‬ . Ž . Ž .
as required.
Finding an Sp-invariant bilinear form B on X amounts to solving the equivalent systems of equations:
